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the night watchman. I too relaxed, upon the iron bed of
Gerazmatch Afewerk, while Moosa and the interpreter
each received a bottle of champagne.
The Ethiopians had been enjoying themselves while I was
away. They had arrested a Frenchman.
The Comte de Rocquefeuille had lived for three years
at a house in the Karramarra Pass, between Harrar and
Jijiga, During that time he held a mica concession from
the Emperor under the impressive name of Societi Miniere
fAfrigue Orientals; but the Ethiopians, watch and pry
though they might, could never see any mica coming out
of the mine.
On the other hand, they noted that the Comte de
Rocquefeuille and the Italian Consul in Harrar used the
same unattractive Somali milkmaid. She seemed to spend
her whole time touting milk backwards and forth between
these two Europeans.
They caught her and found upon her person a metal
medicine tube with a letter inside, typewritten and unsigned,
addressed to the Italian Consul at Harrar, with a photograph
of the Jijiga garage. She said that it had come out of the
cow, or some such nonsense.
Ato Kibrit (Mr. Matches) of the Ethiopian OGPU
established the fact that the Comtesse had tubes of that
kind in her house. The final problem facing the Ethiopians
was, how to get hold of the Comte. In Ethiopia foreigners
are protected by the Legations and it is improper for
Ethiopian officials to enter their houses.
|^ But for every problem the Ethiopian OGPU had an answer.
, The Jijiga flying squad, in their old Ford, drove shakily
up the Pass of Karramarra. Outside the Comte's house
they had a breakdown. One of their number went up to
the door and knocked. The Comtesse came out; politely
—" Would your husband help with our engine ? " While
his nose was still inside the bonnet, the flying squad jumped
on top of him and carried him off with his Comtesse
to Jijiga. The house was ransacked and thousands of
documents removed.
The Ethiopian secretary of Jijiga garage was arrested,
and with him the Ethiopian secretary of the Posts and
Telegraphs of Jijiga, and his deputy. At one neat blow
the Ethiopian OGPU halved the Ethiopian bureaucracy.

